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Abstract— Matrix Exponential based algorithm (MEXP) is
a recently developed method for solving a positive definite
system of linear equations. MEXP already outperforms other
state of the art algorithms, such as the Preconditioned
Conjugate Gradient method (PCG), in most cases, on cus-
tomizable hardware platforms such as FPGAs or ASICs. In
this paper we have analyzed the performance of MEXP on
multicore hardware using a shared-memory model called
Cilk and compare it with the Conjugate Gradient method
(CG) and PCG. Our multithreaded MEXP outperforms the
Cilk based PCG and CG methods in terms of parallelism
and execution time as we increase numbers of cores. The
comparison of the performance for the tested benchmark
problems shows that parallel MEXP relatively gives almost
2 to 3 times more speedup than parallel PCG and 5 to 8
times more speedup than parallel CG. Thus, MEXP is more
parallelizable and scalable than both PCG and CG.
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1. Introduction
Solving a system of linear equations is one of the core

problems in numerical and scientific computing. A large
number of direct and iterative methods exist for solving
problem of a linear system [1], [2]. The iterative methods
are preferred over direct methods in case of large and
sparse matrices as they are often computationally efficient
in comparison. Iterative solvers approximate the solution in
successive iterations and can be terminated when a desirable
accuracy is achieved. However, the iterative methods may
take a lot of iterations if the problem is ill-conditioned and
could result in a higher computational time. In iterative
methods preconditioners are often used to improve the
condition number of the problem. Preconditioned Conjugate
Gradient method (PCG) [3] is one of the popular itera-
tive methods for solving systems of linear equations with
symmetric positive definite matrices. One of the co-authors,
Hasan [4] has recently invented a new method called the
Matrix Exponential based algorithm (MEXP), for solving
a positive-definite system of linear equations. It is also an
iterative method. It was developed to run on the customizable
hardware platforms i.e. FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate
Arrays), ASICs (Application-Specific Integrated Circuit),
etc. On such platforms MEXP can exploit its parallelism and

outperforms the state of the art Preconditioned Conjugate
Gradient (PCG) in most of the cases. There are two main rea-
sons for this. The MEXP method involves computations that
are easily parallelizable on such architectures. The second
reason is that the convergence of MEXP is logarithmically
proportional to the condition number of a linear system
while the convergence of conjugate gradient is proportional
to the square root of the condition number [10], which gives
MEXP an advantage over PCG.

In this paper we have analyzed the performance of the
MEXP algorithm on a shared-memory (multicore) system
to discover its potential of parallelism. The core component
of MEXP which brings the linear system to its solution is
matrix multiplication that has high computational intensity.
The parallel approach of matrix multiplication exists in [9]
which has high parallelism and gives almost linear speedups
due to which MEXP is expected to be highly parallelizable
on multicore machine.

In this research all the parallelization is done with Intel
Cilk Plus [7] and tested on multicore processor. Intel Cilk
Plus is the one of the multicore programming models and
technologies in the landscape of parallel shared-memory ar-
chitectures. The other competing technologies are PThreads,
OpenMP, TBB, etc. The reason for choosing Cilk is its
powerful work-stealing runtime system [8] which does not
let any thread to remain idle if it has completed the task
assigned to it and it also takes care of the underlying details
like load balancing, synchronization and communication
protocols.

The Florida Matrices [11] have been used as testing
benchmarks in our performance evaluation. The Florida
Matrix collection includes problems arising in the areas
of power network, structural engineering and computational
fluid dynamics. The PCG and CG methods do not contain
the ample amount of parallelism to be exploited on mul-
ticore hardware due to which their computational cost and
execution time does not decrease significantly on increasing
threads. The MEXP method exploits full parallelism which
significantly reduces its computational cost and execution
time on increasing worker count. It shows speedups near
ideal case unlike PCG and CG. The parallel MEXP yields
almost 3 times more speedup relatively than parallel PCG on
8-cores whereas it yields almost 5 to 8 times more speedup
than parallel CG.



In rest of the paper, Section 2 explains design and imple-
mentation of multi-threaded MEXP, Section 3 explains the
Cilk based parallel PCG, Section 4 shows the performance
evaluation results on a multicore system and Section 5 tells
the conclusion and future work.

2. Multithreaded Matrix Exponential
based Algorithm

Matrix Exponential based algorithm (MEXP) is a new
iterative method for solving a system of linear equations.
Some of the advantages of MEXP are: 1) the number
of iterations taken by MEXP vary logarithmically with
the condition number of the problem as compared to the
square root of condition number for most other iterative
methods, 2) when parallelism is exploited in customizable
hardware platforms, the computational complexity of MEXP
is lower than most other iterative methods, and 3) unlike
other iterative methods, MEXP does not require the use of
preconditioners.

Consider a system of linear equations Fx=g, where
F∈Rn×n is a symmetric and positive definite matrix, and
x∈Rn and g∈Rn are vectors. The MEXP algorithm for
solving the above system of linear equations is as follows:

MATRIX-EXPONENTIAL-METHOD(F, g)
1) Find λmax = ||F ||∞
2) Y =

[
In − F (1/λmax) g(1/λmax)

0 1

]
3) while(1)
4) if(||Y11||∞/||Y12||∞ < tolerance)
5) else Y = Y 2

6) x = Y12
Algorithm 1:Matrix Exponential based method.

In Algorithm 1, λmax is an upper bound of the largest
eigenvalue of F. It can be easily computed by finding the
infinity norm of F, ||F||∞. Y is matrix of order n+1 with
four sub matrices. Y11 is initialized with In − F(1 / λmax)
where I is identity matrix, Y12 with g(1 / λmax), Y21 with
zero and Y22 with 1. The algorithm is executed until a desired
tolerance is achieved.

2.1 Parallelizing Matrix Exponential based Al-
gorithm

The parallelizing strategy is to parallelize those parts
of MEXP that are compute-intensive such as computing
the infinity-norm, initialization of matrix Y and matrix-
multiplication. All these matrix operations consist of
independent sub tasks which can be assigned to different
threads and can be executed in parallel to complete their
main tasks using reducers [5] in case of data race and
ultimately to exploit MEXP‘s parallelism on multicore
system . This makes MEXP naturally parallelizable.

Following is the Cilk based implementation of MEXP:

PARALLEL-MEXP(F, g)
1) n = F.rows

2) Y = create matrix of order (n+ 1)

3) R = create matrix of order (n+ 1)

4) lambda_max =NORM-INF-MAT(F , n)
5) INIT-Y-MATRIX(Y , F , n+ 1, lambda_max)
6) while(1)
7) a =NORM-INF-MAT(Y11, n)
8) b =NORM-INF-VECT(Y12, n)
9) if(a/b <tolerance) break

10) else PARALLEL-GEMM(Y , Y , R)
11) Y = R

12) x = Y12
Algorithm 2: Multithreaded MEXP.

NORM-INF-MAT(A, n)
1) temp = create array of size n
2) reducer_max maximum;

3) cilk_for i = 0 to n− 1

4) for j = 0 to n− 1

5) tempi+ = abs(Aij)
6) maximum.calc_max(tempi)
7) return maximum.get_value()
Algorithm 3: Infinity-norm of a matrix.

INIT-Y-MATRIX(Y, F, n, lambda_max)
1) cilk_for i = 0 to n− 1

2) cilk_for j = 0 to n− 1

3) if(i == j)
4) Yij = 1− Fij ∗ 1/lambda_max
5) else
6) Yij = −Fij ∗ 1/lambda_max
7) cilk_for i = 0 to n− 1

8) Yin = gi ∗ 1/lambda_max
9) cilk_for j = 0 to n− 1

10) Ynj = 0

11) Ynn = 1

Algorithm 4: Initializing matrix Y.

NORM-INF-VECT(V, n)
1) temp = create array of size n
2) reducer_max maximum;

3) cilk_for i = 0 to n− 1

4) tempi =abs(Vi)
5) maximum.calc_max(tempi)
6) return maximum.get_value()
Algorithm 5: Infinity-norm of a vector.



Algorithm 3, 4 and 5 are supporting the parallel imple-
mentation of parallel MEXP (Algorithm 2). The Algorithm 3
finds absolute sum of each row of matrix as an independent
task in parallel and then it finds their maximum using
reducer_max object [12] which is applied instead of syn-
chronization locks to avoid race conditions. By using locks
the execution becomes sequential while using reducers the
execution remains parallel. Algorithm 4 initializes each cell
independently in parallel to set matrix Y to its starting condi-
tion. As the tasks generated to fill matrix Y are independent
therefore, there is no chance of race condition. Algorithm
5 finds the absolute value of each cell of vector as an
independent task in parallel and then it finds their maximum
using a reducer_max object because race conditions can lead
to wrong computational results with simple variable.

In MEXP, the square matrix-multiplication takes longer
than any other parts of this algorithm. The time-complexity
of this part is n3. It involves n2 dot-products. For this
purpose we have used the parallel Cilk based implementation
of BLAS gemm() routine in PARALLEL-MEXP which is
PARALLEL-GEMM and can be found in [6]. The grain size
used in this implementation is 50. Since this is a parallel-
recursive (divide and conquer) approach, at each recursive
call it divides the problem into a sub-problem of order n/2
and executes each call in parallel until the problem size is
reduced to order of 50. There is also another technique called
the Strassen‘s multiplication [9] which has complexity of
O(n2.81) and its Cilk based implementation is also available
but it is numerically unstable therefore, we could not have
used it here.

3. Cilk based Preconditioned Conjugate
Gradient

In this section we present our parallel implementation of
PCG using Cilk which is compared with PARALLEL-MEXP
in terms of speedups and execution time. Below is the
layout of the algorithm:

PARALLEL-PCG(F, g, M, n)
1) x, r, p, z, t, q = create array of size n
2) iteration = 0; rho_new = 0; beta = 0;

3) r = g

4) while(1)
5) PARALLEL-GEMM(M, r, z)
6) rho_old = rho_new
7) rho_new = DOT-PRODUCT(r, z, n)
8) iteration++

9) if(iteration == 1) p = z

10) else beta = rho_new/rho_old
11) cilk_for(i = 0 to n− 1) pi = zi + beta× pi
12) PARALLEL-GEMM(A, p, q)

13) alpha = DOT-PRODUCT(r, z, n)/ DOT-
PRODUCT(p, q, n)

14) cilk_for(i = 0 to n− 1) xi = xi + alpha× pi
15) cilk_for(i = 0 to n− 1) ri = ri − alpha× qi
16) PARALLEL-GEMM(A, x, t)
17) cilk_for(i = 0 to n− 1) ti = ti − gi
18) if(NORM(t, n) / NORM(g, n) < tolerance) break
19) if(iteration == n× 4) break

Algorithm 6: Cilk based Precondition Conjugate Gradient
(PCG).

In Algorithm 6, line 1 x is the initial solution or condition
of the problem F, which is zero by default. In line 14 x is
being updated repeatedly in main loop of this method. In
every next iteration x gets closer to the solution. From line
16 to 19, it computes residual value and checks whether it
is upto certain level of tolerance or not. If tolerance level
gets achieved after some iterations then last updated value
of x is finally the solution of problem F.x = g.

In this algorithm, M is a Chebyshev preconditioner. The
preconditioning is also parallelized and its computational
cost is also included in performance evaluation which
takes O(n3) operations of PARALLEL-GEMM routine. In
performance evaluation we have compared MEXP with
both PCG and CG. Although the performance of PCG
varies depending upon the preconditioner being used. The
reason for choosing Chebyshev preconditioner is that it
is a general preconditioner and its computations are more
parallelizable than the other preconditioners. This is why
in the original paper of MEXP [4], authors have used this
preconditioner while comparing PCG and MEXP, and for
the same reason we have used this preconditioner in this
paper. Following are the parallel algorithms that support the
implementation of PARALLEL-PCG:

DOT-PRODUCT(a, b, n)
1) reducer_opadd sum;

2) sum.set_value(0)
3) cilk_for i = 0 to n− 1

4) sum = sum+ ai × bi
5) return sum.get_value()
Algorithm 7: parallel dot-product.

NORM(V, n)
1) reducer_opadd sum;

2) sum.set_value(0)
3) cilk_for i = 0 to n− 1

4) sum = sum+ V 2
i

5) return sqrt(sum.get_value())
Algorithm 8: parallel norm-2.

In PARALLEL-PCG, Algorithm 7 computes the dot-
product of two vectors a and b of size n in parallel and



returns the result. Algorithm 8 computes the norm-2 of a
vector V of size n in parallel and returns the result. In both
of the above algorithms the reducer object for addition is
used so that at the end of parallel iterations their results will
be merged in a single result, otherwise, it can introduce the
data-race conditions on a simple variable.

4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, the performance of all the algorithms is

compared in terms of speedups and execution time. The per-
formance evaluation is done on 8-cores Intel (R) Xeon (R)
E5520 2.27 GHz and 8 MB of cache with Linux platform us-
ing Intel Cilk Plus version 14.0.1 (Intel Composer XE 2013).
Compiler optimization switch used is âĂŞO2 by default and
the tolerance level is set to 10-8 for parallel MEXP and 10-6

for parallel PCG and CG. Florida Matrices [11] have been
used as our testing benchmarks. These results are gathered
by using Cilk utility called “Cilkview scalability analyzer"
which tells us the speedups and execution time for different
number of CPU cores (workers or threads). First we show the
speedups among MEXP, PCG and CG. From Figure 1 to 8,
n denotes problem size, κ(F ) denotes condition number of
problem matrix F , s denotes iterations of MEXP, k denotes
iterations of PCG and v denotes iterations of CG.

Fig. 1: Speedups on 494_bus (power network) matrix with
n = 494, κ(F ) = 3.9×106, s = 24, k = 133 and v = 1313.

Fig. 2: Speedups on tomography_500 (computer vision)
matrix with n = 500, κ(F ) = 6.26 × 107, s = 29, k = 3
and v = 408.

Fig. 3: Speedups on 685_bus (power network) matrix with
n = 685, κ(F ) = 5.31× 105, s = 22, k = 71 and v = 555.

Fig. 4: Speedups on msc01050 (structural problem) matrix
with n = 1050, κ(F ) = 9.51× 106, s = 30 and k = 2.

Fig. 5: Speedups on bcsstk27 (structural problem) matrix
with n = 1224, κ(F ) = 7.71 × 104, s = 19, k = 70 and
v = 913.

In Figure 1 to 8, MEXP shows more speedups than
PCG and CG which actually proves the point that it has more
parallelism than CG. The cause of this result is repeated use
of parallel-recursive matrix multiplication technique which
has high performance in terms of parallelism and scalability.
In terms of relative speed of MEXP over PCG on 8 cores
(SpeedupMEXP/SpeedupPCG), it has approximate values from
2 to 3 in these cases and relative speedup of MEXP over CG
(SpeedupMEXP/SpeedupCG) is approximately 5 to 8. MEXP



Fig. 6: Speedups on bcsstk13 (computational fluid dynamics)
matrix with n = 2003, κ(F ) = 4.57 × 1010, s = 38 and
k = 459.

Fig. 7: Speedups on cage9 (directed weighted graph) matrix
with n = 3534, κ(F ) = 72.3718, s = 7, k = 4 and v = 74.

Fig. 8: Speedups on bcsstk15 (structural problem) matrix
with n = 3948, κ(F ) = 7.97× 109, s = 36 and k = 158.

exhibits more parallelism than CG because it has n times
more work than CG. When this ample amount of work is
divided on physical number of cores, it shows almost linear
speedup and high parallelism. It does not mean that MEXP
beats PCG in terms execution time in every case but in most
cases. From Figure 9 to 16 respectively shows the execution
time graph of MEXP, PCG and CG for 8-cores on same data.

In Figure 9 to 16, parallel MEXP beats parallel PCG in
most cases, in terms of execution time, as we increase the
number of cores. As far as simple parallel CG is concerned,

Fig. 9: Execution time on 494_bus matrix.

Fig. 10: Execution time on tomography_500 matrix.

Fig. 11: Execution time on 685_bus matrix.

in some cases MEXP beats CG from 3 to 8 cores and in
other cases it is expected to beat CG for more than 8 cores
because technique used to parallelize MEXP is much more
scalable (i.e. parallel recursive divide-and-conquer matrix-
multiplication (PARALLEL-GEMM) [6], [9]) than parallel
CG. These results could have been more clear if we would
have more processing cores but due to limited resources
we were just restricted to 8 number of cores. In Figure
15 the case is different because matrix problem is not ill-
conditioned. It has very low condition number value as
compare to other problems in this performance evaluation
thus it produces very less workload and outperforms MEXP
while MEXP performs better on ill-conditioned problems.
In Figure 12, 14 and 16, CG is not shown because it fails



Fig. 12: Execution time on msc01050 matrix.

Fig. 13: Execution time on bcsstk27 matrix.

Fig. 14: Execution time on bcsstk13 matrix.

to converge to solution on these problems. The reason is
distribution of eigenvalues are clustered together. In that case
people use specific preconditioners for specific problems
but that adds the preconditioning overhead whereas MEXP
does not require preconditioners for any sort of problem.
Therefore, it is evident from these results and analysis that
for shared-memory hardware architecture (on increasing the
number of processing cores) MEXP performs better than
PCG and CG in most cases for ill-conditioned and clustered
eigenvalues problems.

5. Conclusions
In this research, our motivation was to discover the paral-

lelism of the matrix exponential based algorithm (MEXP) on

Fig. 15: Execution time on cage9 matrix.

Fig. 16: Execution time on bcsstk15 matrix.

multicore hardware platform. We parallelized MEXP using
one of the shared-memory platforms called Intel Cilk Plus
and exploit it on multicore system. Parallel MEXP shows
higher parallelism and scalability than parallel PCG and
parallel CG and it outperforms both of these methods in
terms of both speedups and execution time (in most cases).
Parallel MEXP shows approximately 2 to 3 times more
relative speedup than parallel PCG and 5 to 8 times more
relative speedup than parallel CG.

As far as future work is concerned MEXP can be par-
allelized with other shared-memory models and can be
compared to Cilk based MEXP. The performance of MEXP
can also be explore in other various applications of numer-
ical scientific computing and control system theory where
solving a system of positive-definite linear equations over
large data sets is required.
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